DIGHUMLAB Strategy Input
Time: 16 March 2018, 11:00 – 17:30
Place: Copenhagen University, Southern Campus, Room: 4A.0.56 http://hum.ku.dk/kontakt/findvej/kort_dk/DK_kort_SoendreCampus_2017.pdf
Participants: Marieke van Erp, Marianne Gullberg, Martin Wynne, Sonja de Leeuw, Patrik
Svensson, Johnny Laursen , Henrik Halkier, Julie Sommerlund, Tatjana Crnogorac, Bjarne
Andersen, Rune Jørgensen, Birte Christensen-Dalsgaard, Tine Fuglsang, Mads Rosendahl
Thomsen, Kristoffer Laigaard Nielbo, Morten Misfeldt, Maja Horst, Bolette Sandford Pedersen,
Lene Offersgaard, Niels Brügger, Janne Nielsen, Thomas Ryberg, Katrine Hofmann Gasser,
Henrik Smith Sivertsen, Marianne Ping Huang

Program
11:00 – 11:30 Welcome and introduction/perspective/context Birte Christensen-Dalsgaard
DIGHUMLAB today consists of 5 communities and one network on ethical
questions. The objective of this strategy day is to get input to the future work in this
area based on experience from researchers placed strategically in the three main
components of digital research, the data, the analysis & visualization and finally,
experimentation, where new technology is used to generate new kinds of data for
further exploration.
All three components are in varied size and strength part of the present
DIGHUMLAB. It is, however, important to open the discussion for new input and
insight. What are the international trends, what are the national strategies – and
can the development be coordinated to optimize the outcome of the different
activities?
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11:30 – 13:00 Theme 1: Data – as the basis for research
Presentation:
Marieke van Erp, KNAW Humanities Cluster, Digital Humanities Lab, Amsterdam,
the Netherlands:

Media as the database: using text, images and tables for quantitative and
qualitative analyses
Abstract
Humanities research is more and more becoming an interdisciplinary affair;
digitisation and computing present researchers with interesting opportunities but
also with challenges.
Digital archives offer new opportunities to researchers in any possible modality:
text, images, video, tables. However, the richness of these archives also brings a
major challenge in accessing these data in an intuitive and interpretable manner. In
this talk, I will describe how the interdisciplinary and multimodal research project
CLARIAH is working towards a digital infrastructure for the arts and humanities.
CLARIAH is a Dutch Science Foundation funded infrastructure project aimed at
aiding linguists, historians and researchers in media studies in answering their
digital humanities research questions. I will describe how linked data techniques
are applied to connect data from various archives in various formats and modalities
and how this changes the daily practice of researchers. I will also touch on the
challenges still ahead of us.
Summary
Challenges and opportunities in digital humanities through a common digital
infrastructure.
Keywords
Multimodality, interdisciplinary, linked data, linguistics, history, media studies, text,
images, video, tables.
Possible discussion points
o Common access to data – digitized and born digital
o The role of controlled data collection
o How to store data - How to stimulate capacity building – on a national scale
13:00 – 14:00 Lunch
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14:00 – 15:30 Theme 2: Cultural Analytics
Presentation:
Kristoffer L. Nielbo, datakube @ Department of History, University of Southern
Denmark, Denmark:
When Humanities Scale: On the Emergence of Analytics in Culture Research
Abstract
Digitization and digital media have generated a rapid proliferation of data that
is unprecedented in the history of man. This data deluge is transforming
knowledge discovery and understanding in every domain of human inquiry.
Large-scale computing and data-intensive methods have therefore gained
acceptance in most research domains. With a preference for myopic and
qualitative approaches to cultural heritage, culture researchers do in many
ways represent the anti-thesis of this development. We insist on manually
scrutinizing small sets of cultural expressions and mentally synthesizing our
results. A “Culture Analytics” is however emerging as domain experts in history,
language, and literature are starting to utilize computation and digital data to
test well-established theories and find new cultural patterns. While the need for
high performancing computing is still quite limited, culture analytics is
changing the scale and scope of multiple disciplines in the social sciences and
humanities. This talk will outline the emerging research field of culture
analytics with examples from historical, literary and ethnographic research. For
culture analytics to prosper, it is necessary to establish lasting collaborations
between culture researchers and the computational sciences grounded in
mutual interest and understanding. We argue that culture analytics can
contribute with valuable domain expertise and a human perspective in datadriven research.
Summary
Digitization has created a data deluge that is transforming knowledge discovery
in every domain of human inquiry. A “Culture Analytics” is therefore emerging
as domain experts in history, language, and literature are starting to utilize
large-scale computing and data-intensive methods. This talk will outline the
emerging research field of Culture Analytics with examples from multiple
humanities domains.
Keywords
Culture Analytics, Cultural Heritage, Humanities at Scale, Social Sciences and
Humanities.
Possible discussion points
o Right issues associated with use of digital legal deposit data
o Infrastructure of open source components
o Common standard for code development
15:30 – 16:00 Coffee
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16:00 – 17:00 Theme 3: Experimental Humanities
Presentation:
Marianne Gullberg
Lund University Humanities Lab, Lund University, Sweden

From learning brains to cat talk, hoarse teachers, and seeing the past in 3D.
Experimentation in the (Lund University) Humanities (Lab)
Abstract
Although experimentation has not traditionally been seen as part of the
methodologies in the Humanities, it is becoming clear that some parts of the
Humanities are both quantitatively inclined and experimental, and also that
scholars in the Humanities increasingly find themselves engaged in crossdisciplinary research that requires some combination of traditional qualitative,
hermeneutic and more quantitative and/or experimental approaches. So-called
mixed methods are becoming ever more important. There is a clear connection
between new questions being asked, and a need for new(-ish) methods, tools, and
analyses, where the entry point is sometimes the question, sometimes the
availability of tools. Such shifts require infrastructures that provide tools and knowhow, training, and that can facilitate collaboration and match-making. I will briefly
provide some examples of successful experimentation in the Humanities from Lund
University Humanities Lab, an autonomous department for research infrastructure
at Lund University, Sweden. These examples will serve to illustrate a) how the
notion of experimentation in the Humanities can be defined and interpreted; b) the
tight relationship between research questions and methods; c) the challenges to
and development of methods geared towards ‘humanities questions’; and d)
training needs beyond pure method to issues of ethics, for example. I close by
discussing some consequences of experimentation for the Humanities, including
issues of impact.
Summary
Examples of experimental approaches in the Humanities highlight the need to tailor
methods to research questions with implications for training, collaboration, and
ethical issues.
Keywords:
Experimental approaches, mixed methods, interdisciplinarity, training

Possible discussion points:
o Can experts be shared – what is required
o Is Humanities ’special’?
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17:00 – 17:30 Open discussion: How to collaborate
o Summer schools
o Shared courses and/or course material
o Conference
o Collaboration on applications to national funding agencies and foundations
o Data management – including technical solutions (or advice on possibilities)

About the speakers:
Marieke van Erp
KNAW Humanities Cluster, Digital Humanities Lab, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Marieke van Erp is a researcher and team leader of the Digital Humanities Group at the KNAW
Humanities Cluster. She holds a PhD in computational linguistics focused on data cleaning and
information structuring from Tilburg University. She has been involved in research in NLP since
2005 and in Semantic Web since 2009. Her research is focused on applying natural language
processing in semantic web applications with a particular interest in digital humanities. She
previously worked on the European NewsReader project, which was aimed at building structured
indexes of events from large volumes of financial news and the CLARIAH project, a large Dutch
project to develop infrastructure for humanities research. She has co-organised several
international workshops and panels such as the SemEval 2015 - TimeLines challenge and the
Events and Stories in the News workshops.
Kristoffer L. Nielbo,
datakube @ Department of History, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark.
KLN is associate professor of humanities computing and runs a small eScience unit (the data k
ube), which is specialized in data-driven approaches to human culture and history. He has
participated in a range of international and transdisciplinary research projects involving
researchers from the humanities, social sciences, health science, and natural sciences. His
research covers two broad areas: automated text analysis and modeling of cultural behavior. Both
areas explore the cultural information space in new and innovative ways by combining cultural
data and humanities theories with statistics, computer algorithms, and visualization.
Marianne Gullberg
Lund University Humanities Lab, Lund University, Sweden
MG is professor of Psycholinguistics and Director of Lund University Humanities Lab at Lund
University Sweden since 2010. She has previously held positions as Senior Research Staff at the
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, the Netherlands, and guest positions in Germany and
France. She is co-founder of the Nijmegen Gesture Centre, editor of two international journals,
and a member of several editorial boards. (MG is a member of Academia Europaea, the Royal
Swedish Academy of Letters, and the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.)
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